
 

 

 

A PROPOSAL TO ALLOW CALIFORNIA CRAFT DISTILLERS THE ABILITY TO 
OPERATE ON-SITE TASTING ROOMS AND CONDUCT CONSUMER DIRECT SALES 

Supported by the California Artisan Distillers Guild 
 
The CADG sees the adoption of new regulations based on the Taste California proposal as a 
win-win not only for the State of California as a whole, but also for the state’s distributors and 
retailers. For the State, it means increased employment and tax revenues, as well as a new 
prestige category for California products. The increased visibility of artisan spirits via the 
distillery traffic will raise awareness for the entire category, thus increasing sales of artisan 
spirits through the traditional distribution networks. 
 

What is Taste California? 

Taste California would amend outdated California ABC laws and allow California Craft Distillers 
the following: 

1)     The ability to offer public tastings of their own products, with or without a fee, and within 
their own state and federally licensed and bonded premises much like all California wineries 
and breweries are currently allowed to do. 

2)     The ability to offer bottled spirits for retail purchase directly to non-licensed consumers 
only on their own state and federally licensed and bonded premises, much like all California 
wineries and breweries are currently allowed to do. 

Taste California is for California… 

California distillers make award-winning products using raw ingredients which are primarily 
purchased, sourced or grown by California farmers or suppliers. Taste California will support 
California made products, California’s small businesses and California Farmers. 

Positive impacts of Taste California: 

1. Create hundreds of jobs 
2. Stimulate our fragile economy 
3. Increase tax revenue to the state of California 
4. Promote visitation and tourism in California 

 



Current California Law… 

California is one of just a few states, including Mississippi and Alaska, which does not allow craft 
distillers to operate tasting rooms and sell their products directly to consumers. 

California Wineries and Breweries are allowed to operate tasting rooms and sell their products 
directly to consumers. Current law even allows Supermarkets and Liquor Stores to operate 
tastings rooms inside the store. 

Why shouldn’t California’s Distillers have the same privileges? 

We’re not trying to change the system….we want to help support it! 

Taste California will benefit all three-tiers of the system. The increased visibility of artisan spirits 
via distillery traffic will raise awareness for the entire category, thus increasing sales of artisan 
spirits through traditional retail and wholesale distribution networks.  

Taste California will help introduce California products to consumers who would have otherwise 
overlooked local brands. This levels the playing field for California distillers. 

California has fallen behind… 

The craft distilling industry is experiencing tremendous growth in those States that allow 
distilleries the ability to offer tastings/sales to consumers. 

California has fallen behind! 

Taste California will greatly level the playing field for the nearly 30 licensed craft-distillers in 
California and allow them to fairly compete in the industry. 

 

Help us make California an even better place to live, work and visit! 

For more info please visit - cadsp.org 
 


